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Mutation Studies with Tobacco Mosaic Virus

During the past year emphasis has shifted to an investigation

of the biosynthesis of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), and progress in

this regard will be described.  In addition, advances in our understanding

of the quaternary structure of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) protein will

be detailed.

A.  Intermediates in the biosynthesis of TMV RNA.

Considerable effort has been expended in the past few years in

investigations designed to understand the mechanism of viral RNA

replication., Considerable success has been achieved in this regard

particularly with the RNA of bacterial viruses (i.e. C.S.H. Symp., vol.

33, pp. 73-124) and to a more limited extent with animal viruses (i.e.

Bishop, J. and Koch, G. 1969 Virology 37:521).  It is clear that double

stranded forms appear as intermediates in the biosynthesis of single

stranded viral RNA.  Two such forms have been identified and named

replicative form (RF) and replicative intermediate (RI).  The first (RF)

is completely double stranded and is resistant to the hydrolytic action of

ribonuclease.  The second (RI) consists of a double-stranded core to which

are attached single polynucleotide strands.  As is true of tissues infected

with animal or bacterial viruses, extracts of TMV-infected tissue have also

been shown to contain double-stranded RNA (Burdon et al·, P.N.A.S. 1964,

52:768; Shipp, W. and Hasellcorn, R. P.N.A.S. 1964, 52:401; Ralph, R. et al.
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J. Mol. Biol. 1965, 11:202.).  These investigations have demonstrated

the presence of RF by treating RNA extracts with ribonuclease, whereupon

an RNase resistant fraction is observed.  During the past year, in collaboration

with Dr. Andrew Jackson, post doctoral fellow and Dawn Michell, graduate

student, we have reexamined this problem by isolating the double stranded

forms present in TMV infected tissue without the use of ribonuclease.  This

has been accomplished by chromatographing phenol extracts of infected tissue

on cellulose columns according to the method of Franklin (P.N.A.S. 1966,

55:1504).  Examination of the resultant double-stranded forms by isopycnic

centrifugation in Cs 2S04 and by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis has

revealed the presence of forms that resemble the RF and RI present in other

systems.  RF has a buoyant density of 1.615 in Cs 2SO4 compared to that of

1.640 for TMV-RNA, whereas the value for RI is 1.630.  Comparison of the

mobility of RF in polyacrylamide gel with that of other RNA species permits

6an estimate of 4 x 10  daltons for its molecular weight, just twice that

for TMV. .The RF has a biphasic melting curve with a midpoint of 80O in

.01 x SSC and we have demonstrated that it contains a strand that is

complementary to TMV-RNA by heat denaturation and reannealing in the presence

of an excess of radioactively labelled TMV-RNA. When infected leaf tissue

is macerated and fractionated prior to extraction, it is found that the

double stranded forms are isolated in greatest yield from a fraction which

sediments between 1,000 and 20,000 x g.  Other than demonstrating the presence

of RI, little has been done to characterize this material because of the

low yields so far obtained.  The above information is currently being

prepared for publication and future work is described in the proposed

technical program.
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B.  The TMV-RNA replicative system.

During the past year with Mr. Dan Bradley, a graduate student, we have

been able to repeat and extend the work of Ralph and Wojcik (Virology 1969,

37:276) who demonstrated that extracts of TMV-infected tissue are able to

incorporate ribonucleoside triphos.i;hates intA acid precipitable material":..·.

in the presence of actinomycin D and/or I)Nase. This activity, indicative,

of an RNA dependent RNA polymerase, is present primarily in a fraction of

leaf homogenate which sediments between 1,000 and 20,000 x g.  We have

examined the product of this reaction and have found that much of it (from

20-50%) is ribonuclease resistant and that this RNase resistant material

coelectrophoreses with RF on polyacrylamide gel.  We are attempting to purify

the replicase system and to further characterize the products of the reaction.

C.  The appearance of new proteins in virus-infected tissue.

Another attack on the problem of TMV biosynthesis has been made by

a study of the nature and location of new protein components that appear

in tissue as a result of virus infection.  This was accomplished by exposing

healthy leaf tissue to. 14C-leucine and virus infected tissue to 3H-leucine.

Protein extracts from both tissues were mixed and subjected to polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate.  An analysis

of the ratio between the two isotopes in regions along the gel revealed the

appearance or amplification of 4 polypeptide chains and a depression of

one in infected tissue.  One of the new proteins was identified as TMV coat

protein; the identity of the other three being unknown at present.  The new

proteins appear primarily in the nuclear and mitochondrial fractions of

infected tissue homogenates.  The two largest new components have estimated

moleEular weights of 150,000 and 190,000 daltons.  The functional significance

of the newly identified proteins is unknown, but it is possible that at least
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one of the new components represents the viral RNA replicase enzyme.  Some

of this material has been published (Zaitlin, M. and Hariharasubramanian V.

BBRC. 1970, 39:1031).

D.  Hybridization of TMV-RNA with host DNA.

For a number of reasons it has been of some interest to investigate

whether TMV-RNA might have the capability of reacting directly with host

DNA. To this end, tests were made to determine whether viral RNA would

anneal with host DNA according to the procedure of Gillespie and Spiegelman

(J. Mol. Biol. 1965, 12:829).  It has been found that TMV-RNA hybridizes with

tobacco DNA, and more with chloroplast than with nuclear DNA.  Saturation

of the complementary DNA sites, however, is achieved with a considerable

excess of TMV-RNA.  This feature of the reaction suggests that either only

a small portion of TMV-RNA is complementary to the host DNA or that TMV-RNA

preparations contain as a minor component host messenger RNA which has been

transcribed primarily from chloroplast DNA.  At the present time the former

possibility seems more likely because of the homogenity of our TMV-RNA

preparations as seen by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.  However, the

second possibility has not as yet been eliminated.  These experiments have

been published during the past year (Siegel, A. and Huber, R. BBRC, 1970,

40:350).

E.  Defective Mutants of Tobacco Mosaic Virus

We have continued our studies on defective TMV mutants. However,

some of the studies outlined above have taken precedence and for reasons

to be described below, we are phasing out this work.  Three classes of

defective TMV mutant have been described based on the properties of the

coat protein.  One class, which we have worked on extensively, contains

strains which induce the synthesis of non-functional coat proteins which

have quaternary packing structures distinctively different from that of
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the parental strain.  We have defined the amino acid replacements of the

proteins of 2 mutants in this class, PM2 and PMS, and another, PM6, is

still under investigation by a graduate student, Mr. J. Hubert.  Another

class of mutants (PM1, PM2-I and PM4), produce non-functional proteins which

have no recognizable packing structure and which are insoluble in the buffers

used to extract the infected tissue.  Their purification has been difficult

and we find that they do not give a constant amino acid composition when

analyzed; however, all seem to have a much higher content of basic amino

acids than the parental strain.  We postulate that in the host plant,

strains  of  this  type  may be constantly mutatiiig  and,   thus, our isolations

may contain a mixture of proteins from strains with similar properties.

A third class, contains mutants which are temperature sensitive.  The

proteins isolated from strains of this type have been shown to denature at

nonpermissive temperatures.  Our temperature sensitive strain (TS-38) and

the strains Flavum, Ni103, Ni 118 and CP415 of Jockusch (BBRC 24:577, 1966)

fall into this class.

The figure (adapted from Fraenkel-Conrat, "The Chemistry and Biology

of Viruses" Academic Press,  New  York..1969.)  on the following page represents

a summary of all of the amino acid replacement work with TMV mutant strains.

TMV protein which has 158 amino acid residues has been the subject of

extensive investigation by the Fraenkel-Conrats in Berkeley and Wittmann in

Germany.  These investigators have isolated a large number of chemically

induced mutants or naturally-ocurring strains and have characterized their

amino acid replacements.  Most of the replacements are not damaging to the

protein as the altered proteins can still function normally and aggregate

arouhd the RNA to form functional virions.  Positions in the primary structure

where this sort of replacement has been found to occur are shown by the narrow
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line on the figure. The regions where no replacements have been found are

shown by the thick line.  Replacements which have been found in the proteins

of the defective mutants are indicated in blue.  No clear pattern emerges

to help explain why the proteins of the defective mutants have an altered

structure which cause them to be non-functibnal.  The replacements are not

clustered in any region and in some cases the non-functional protein has

two replacements, one of which is also found in a functional mutant.  Without

a knowledge of the tertiary structure of the protein it is not possible to

assess which specific interactions of various regions on the protein are

necessary for proper folding.  For these reasons, we do not feel that a

further search for new defective mutants will be fruitful at this time.  We

intend to complete the studies on those which we now have at hand, but will

not actively attempt to produce others.  We are maintaining stocks of these

mutants for 'those who are interested in them.  We have found the defective

strains to be useful in our virus multiplication studies.

F.  Antigenic structure of tobacco mosaic virus protein

In collaboration with Dr. Irving Rappaport of the New York Medical

College, we have investigated the significance of the multiple precipitation

bands which are observed when TMV protein reacts (in Ouchterlony plates)

with its specific antiserum.  In these studies, which have just been published

(Virology 41:208, 1970) we conclude that these multiple bands result from

the reaction of different sized aggregates of viral protein, and that a single

antigenic determinant present on the surface of each subunit undergoes a series

of conformational changes as a result of the polymerization of the subunit

to higher aggregation states.

1                      - - - -1
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